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Mental Health Act 1983 Assessment
Approved Mental Health Professional Report 
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 Title
 Swift ID No
 CarePlus No
 Social Service No
SS Provider
Assessment Entered/Completed by
Give brief details of recency, severity, frequency, pattern, ideation and intent; include reference to short and long term risks; record protective factors as well as risk of harm factors; include details of positive risk taking.
AMHP Information
Give brief details of recency, severity, frequency, pattern, ideation and intent; include reference to short and long term risks; record protective factors as well as risk of harm factors; include details of positive risk taking.
Add Additional Assessor
Give brief details of recency, severity, frequency, pattern, ideation and intent; include reference to short and long term risks; record protective factors as well as risk of harm factors; include details of positive risk taking.
Client Demographics
Ethnicity
GP Information
GP Informed of Action
Client Situation
Is Client in Residential Care?
CRHT contact and involvement
CRHT Contacted
Attended
Reason did not attend   
Referral details
Date and Time of Call to AMHP Service
Hospital and Legal Status at time of referral (Including Places of Safety)
Admission
If date/time of order is unknown, enter date/time of referral until actual date/time can be established
Hospital Type: 
Legal Status
Information Gathering
Involvements
Nearest relative 
Recommendation
Informed of Action
Rights given to Nearest Relative
View of nearest relative:
- include process of identifying N/R
- include why N/R not notified / consulted (when appropiate)
- if  N/R not known put in "AMHP views"
- if notified of patient's rights
- Please identify if carer, if not who is?
Carer
View of Carer:
Significant Other
Recommendation
Informed of Action
Patient Interview
Information on Patient rights given
Risk
Please discuss the factors below, in relation to current situation and how these have informed the decision making process
Risk
Details
Protection of others / 
MH Danger to others
MH Suicidal
MH Self Harm
Safeguarding Adults/ Children
Health and Safety/ Self Neglect
Doctors
Doctor 1
Doctor 1 Role
Recommendation
Doctor 2
Doctor 2 Role
Recommendation
Account of discussions and views of recommending doctors
Approved Mental Health Professional
Date and Time of Call to AMHP
Views of Approved Mental Health Professional
Recommendation
Advanced Decision:
Is an AD in place?
Has the AD been taken into account?
Hospital Admission Status resulting from Assessment 
 Admission
 Hospital Type: 
 Legal Status
Status
Time
Status
Time
Status
Time
 Unexpected Delays (Enter details when wait is in excess of 1 hour)
 Legal Status
Status
Time
Status
Time
Status
Time
8.2.1.4029.1.523496.503679
Approved Mental Health Professional Response
 Response by rota staff (On which Local Authority behalf are you acting)
 Response by emergency duty staff
 Approved Mental Health Professional Signatures
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